
                                                                              INTRODUCTION
HISTORY:          In the following pages we show a collection of parts for candelabra, candlesticks and
 a series of complete candle sconces.  These are all direct and faithful copies of originals dating from the 
mid seventeenth century to the end of the nineteenth century.  Historically, those with sufficient wealth to 
purchase beeswax candles could also invest in elaborate silver and brassware to display their lighting.  
The effect of the candle flame could be doubled with the use of mirrors – often referred to as girandoles 
or pier glasses. or pier glasses.  The sconces shown on the first few pages of this catalogue were often mounted on such
mirrors and reflect the ornate designs fashionable in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

ORIGINS:       As with the vast majority of items we offer, the parts shown here were first made from
originals sent to us by our customers.  More often than not, these were usually made to replace a missing 
part for which they had an existing survivor.  This accounts for the large number of candle socket sleeves 
which we show here as this is a component which is frequently lost.  These (and other component parts) 
are now available essentially as “spare part suare now available essentially as “spare part surgery”.  As we’ve usually not had sight of the piece from 
which they originate, we are less likely to be able to give definitive advice about their style and period.
         

ASSEMBLY      The complete sconces on the first few pages of the catalogue will be sold fully
assembled and there is always the additional option to purchase fixing screws in matching patination.
However for the other items, particularly the drip tray sets, we would strongly advise you talk to us
about your assembly requirements.  Parts, as they come from casting, may have specifically sized 
threaded holes or none at all; so let us know what you need and we can then make adaptations to suitthreaded holes or none at all; so let us know what you need and we can then make adaptations to suit
your needs.  This work will be charged for on a case by case basis.

USING THE CATALOGUE:      In the printed version, all items are shown as close to life size as
possible.  For extra convenience, particularly for those looking at the PDF download, full measurements
are also given.  Typically, these items will be made to order with a 3 – 4 week lead time so we would 
advise ordering a sample to check suitability before going ahead with a full order as made to order items
are not returnable.       
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and associated fittings
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for a more accurate image of the wall bracket see page 11

COMPLETE CANDLE SCONCE

Measurements:
Overall height 108mm (4  1/4”)
Arm extends 193mm (7  5/8”)
Bracket is 73mm (2  7/8”) high with max. width of 49mm (1  15/16”)
Diameter of drip tray is 66mm (2  9/16”)
Height of candle socket is 42mm (1  5/8”)
Internal diameter of candle socket is 21mm (7/8”)Internal diameter of candle socket is 21mm (7/8”)
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2341K/8320CK
Components are:
Wall bracket, arm,
drip tray and candle socket.



Measurements:
Overall height approx. 160mm (6  3/8”) 

Overall width 320cm (13”)
Bracket is 72mm (2  13/16”) high with max. width of 50mm (2”)

Diameter of drip tray is 66mm (2  9/16”)
Height of candle socket is 49mm (1  15/16”)

IInternal diameter of candle socket is 19mm (3/4”)

8320K
Components are:
Wall bracket, double arm,
2 drip trays and 2 candle sockets.
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DOUBLE CANDLE SCONCE
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COMPLETE CANDLE SCONCE

for a more accurate image of the wall bracket see page 11

Measurements:
Overall height approx. 222mm (8  3/4”)
Arm extends approx. 165mm (6  1/2”)
Bracket is 78mm (3  1/16”) high with max. width of 61mm (2  7/16”)
Diameter of drip tray is 73mm (2  7/8”)
Height of candle socket is 50mm (2”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 22mm (7/8”)

7539K
Components are:
2 part wall bracket, arm,
drip tray and candle socket.



for a more accurate image of the wall bracket see page 11

COMPLETE CANDLE SCONCE

Measurements:
Overall height approx. 105mm (4  1/8”)
Arm extends 180mm (7”)
Bracket is 70mm (2  13/16”) high with max. width of 54mm (2  1/8”)
Diameter of drip tray is 70mm (2  13/16”)
Height of candle socket is 45mm (1  3/4”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 19mm (13/16”)
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7538K
Components are:
Wall bracket, arm,
drip tray and candle socket.



for a more accurate image of the wall bracket see page 11

COMPLETE CANDLE SCONCE

Measurements:
Overall height approx. 165mm (6  1/2”)
Arm extends approx. 140mm (5 5/8”)
Bracket is 75mm (2  15/16”) high with max. width of 59mm (2  5/16”)
Diameter of drip tray is 72mm (2  13/16”)
Height of candle socket is 54mm (2  1/8”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 22mm (7/8”)
Max. width of candle socket sleeve is 39mm (1  9/16”)
Internal dia. of candle socket sleeve is 19mm (3/4”)
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664K
Components are:
Wall bracket, arm,
drip tray, candle socket,
and candle socket sleeve.



for a more accurate image of the wall bracket see page 11

COMPLETE CANDLE SCONCE
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Measurements:
Overall height approx. 118mm (4  5/8”)
Arm extends 123mm (4  7/8”)
Bracket is 73mm (2  7/8”) high with max. width of 49mm (1  15/16”)
Diameter of drip tray is 72mm (2  13/16”)
Height of candle socket is 49mm (1  15/16”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 23mm (15/16”)

2545K  (shown with 2341BK bracket)
Components are:
Arm, drip tray and candle socket.
BRACKET is reference 2341BK



Measurements:
Overall height approx. 95mm (3  3/4”)
Arm, when folded is 137mm (5  3/8”) in length and 
fully extended, measures 260mm (10  3/16”)
Diameter of drip tray is 83mm (3 5/16”)
Height of candle socket is 42mm (1  5/8”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 22mm (7/8”)
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SCONCE FOR AN ARMCHAIR OR READING STAND

6841K
Components are:
2 part arm, drip tray
and candle socket.



Measurements:
Overall height approx. 96mm (3  3/4”)
Arm - when fully extended (ex. drip tray) - is 312mm (12  5/16”)
and when folded - (ex. drip tray) - is 124mm (4  7/8”)
Bracket has height of 56mm (2  3/16) and width of 16mm (5/8”)
Diameter of drip tray is 68mm (2  11/16”)
HeigHeight of candle socket is 51mm (2”)
Internal diameter of candle socket is 23mm (7/8”)

7398/2947/511CK
Components are:
Wall bracket, 
3 section telescopic arm,
drip tray, candle socket,

Measurements:
Overall height approx. 89mm (3  1/2”)
Arm - when fully extended (ex. drip tray) - is 264mm (10  3/8”)
and when folded - (ex. drip tray) - is 97mm (3  13/16”)
Bracket has max. height of 48mm (1  7/8”) and width of 19mm (3/4”)
Diameter of drip tray is 68mm (2  11/16”)
HeigHeight of candle socket is 48mm (1  7/8”)
Internal diameter of candle socket is 21mm (13/16”)

511K
Components are:
Wall bracket, 
3 section telescopic arm,
drip tray, candle socket,

COMPLETE CANDLE SCONCES
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CANDLE SCONCE BRACKETS
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Measures 78mm (3  1/16”) high 
with max. width of 61mm (2  7/16”)
internal dia. of socket is 14mm (9/16”)

Measures 70mm (2  13/16”) high
with max. width of 54mm (2  1/8”)
internal dia. of socket is 12mm (7/16”)

Measures 75mm (2  15/16”) high
with max. width of 59mm (2  5/16”)
internal dia. of socket is 9mm (3/8”)

Measures 72mm (2  13/16”) high 
with max. width of 50mm (2”)
internal dia. of socket is 8.5mm (5/16”)

Measures 74mm 
(2  7/8”) high

with max. width of 
51mm (2”)

internal dia. of socket is 13mm (1/2”)

Measures 73mm 
(2  7/8”) high
with max. width of 
49mm (1  15/16”)
internal dia. of socket is 6mm (1/4”)

664EK

7539DEFK7538DK

8320BK

7498AK2341BK



side view showing fixing thread

CANDLE SCONCE BRACKETS
PAGE 12

backplate dia. is 50mm (1  15/16”)
internal dia. of socket is 7mm (1/4”)

thread and nut fixing, thread is 40mm (1  9/16”)

Measures 63mm (2  1/2”) high overall
with max. width of 31mm (1  1/4”)
internal dia. of socket is 9mm (3/8”)

Measures 73mm (2  7/8”) high
with max. width of 52mm (2  1/16”)
internal dia. of socket is 10mm (3/8”)

Measures 56mm (2  3/16”) high
with max. width of 44mm (1  3/4”)
internal dia. of socket is 11mm (7/16”)

6269K

1673K

7017K7537K



SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SETS SHOWN HERE

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 72mm (2  13/16”)
Height of candle socket is 51mm (2”)
Internal diameter of candle socket is 23mm (7/8”)

FOR IMAGE OF UNDERSIDE OF DRIP TRAY 
SEE PAGE 34

2946/2947K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SETS
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539K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 82mm (3  1/4”)
Height of candle socket is 48mm (1 15/16”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 22mm (7/8”)

Underside of drip tray is stepped half way to 
the centre

3807/3813K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 63mm (2  1/2”)
Height of candle socket is 49mm (1  15/16”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 22mm (15/16”)

Underside of drip tray is plain



SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SETS SHOWN HERE

CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SETS

7085K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 76mm (3”) 
Height of candle socket is 73mm (2  7/8”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket
is 24mm (1”)

Underside of drip tray has slight
gadrooning in the centre  

8335K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 63mm (2  1/2”) 
Height of candle socket is 44mm (1  3/4”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 16mm (5/8”)

Underside of drip tray is plain
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SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SETS SHOWN HERE

6977K
Components are:
Drip tray, candle socket and candle
socket sleeve

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 63mm (2  1/2”)
HeigHeight of candle socket is 44mm (1 3/4”)
Internal diameter of candle socket
sleeve is 21mm (7/8”) tapering to 20mm (13/16”)
Max. dia. of sleeve is 44mm (1  3/4”)
Overall height of the 3 components together
is 59mm (2  5/16”)

Underside of drip tray is shown here:

CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SETS

7235K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 79mm (3  1/8”)
Height of candle socket is 59mm (2 3/8”)
IInternal diameter of candle socket is 20mm (13/16”)

Underside of drip tray is plain
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SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SETS SHOWN HERE

CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SETS

PAGE 16

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 60mm (2  3/8”)
Height of candle socket is 38mm (1  1/2”)

Internal diameter of candle socket is 22mm (7/8”)
External diameter of candle socket sleeve 44mm (1  3/4”)

Internal diameter of sleeve is 21mm (13/16”)
HeigHeight of pillar is 19mm (3/4”)

Diameter of pillar base is 29mm (1  3/16”) 
Height of whole assembly is 63mm (2  1/2”)

2526K
Components are:
Drip tray, candle socket,
candle socket sleeve and
supporting pillar for drip tray

underside of drip tray

2779/2780/2781K
Components are:
Drip tray, candle socket and
candle socket sleeve

Measurements:
Diameter of drip tray is 53mm (2  1/8”)
HeigHeight of candle socket is 45mm (1  13/16”)
Internal diameter of candle socket is 21mm (7/8”)
External diameter of candle socket sleeve
is 42mm (1  11/16”), internal diameter is 20mm (13/16”)

Underside of drip tray is plain



SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SETS SHOWN HERE

CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SETS
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7404K
Components are:
Candle socket, drip tray,
small plain disc and further
decoratve finishing mount
 

MeasuMeasurements:

7696K
Components are:
Candle socket sleeve, candle socket
drip tray and small capping piece
for base of drip tray

Measurements:



7833EK,

SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SETS SHOWN HERE

CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SETS

PAGE 18

Measurements:
7833ABCDK:

showing underside of drip tray
(note off set hole for electric flex)

7833EK
optional further mount
section

top view

Components are:
Candle socket, candle socket sleeve,
drip tray and supporting pillar for drip tray

7833ABCDK



SEE INTRODUCTION PAGE FOR NOTES ON ASSEMBLY FOR SET SHOWN HERE

CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SET
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484K
Components are:
Drip tray and candle socket

484K

Measurements:
Max.diameter of drip tray is 119mm (4  11/16”)
Height of candle socket is 78mm (3”)
Internal dia.of candle socket is approx. 25mm (1”)
Height of two components together 82mm (3  3/16”)

showing underside of drip tray



CANDLE SOCKET AND DRIP TRAY SET

PAGE 20

showing components in situ on
a candle sconce arm

ON THIS SECTION THE LEAF FRONDS
CAN BE GENTLY BENT IN TO CREATE 
A CANDLE SOCKET - AS SHOWN IN 
THE ILLUSTRATION ABOVE RIGHT
WHICH SHOWS ALL THREE PARTS
IN SITU TOGETHER.  WHOLE ASSEMBLY 
WWOULD STAND 
APPROX. 70MM (2  5/8”) HIGH.
Please discuss your assembly
requirements with us for these
components  

maximum diameter
100mm (3  7/8”)

maximum
diameter

74mm (2  15/16”)

458AK

458BK

458CK



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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7419K
Measurements:
width of top surface 44mm (1  3/4”)
overall height 22mm (7/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 18mm (3/4”)

For Plug:
max.width is 28mm (1  1/8”)
overall height 62mm (2  7/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
dia. at lip of sleeve 27mm (1  1/16”)
length of sleeve 16mm (5/8”)

Measurements:
overall height of socket sleeve and 
plug together 62mm (2  7/16”)
max.width of top surface of socket sleeve 42mm (1  5/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 14mm (9/16”)

Candle socket sleeve with decorative two part plug which can
be placed in the socket sleeve when candle not required. 
The 3 parts can be ordered together as 1174ABCK or if just the plug is needed

order as 1174ABK

1174ABK

plug
only

showing socket sleeve
complete with plug
(and side view of
socket sleeve)

1174ABCK



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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W145AK
Measurements:

2622K
Measurements:

6895K
Measurements:

6244K
Measurements:



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES

979K
Measurements:
width of top surface 40mm (1  9/16”)
overall height 25mm (1”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
tapering to 17mm (5/8”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 26mm (1  1/16”)
tapering to 22mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve22mm (7/8”), stepped indent
coming at 7mm (1/4”) from underside of lip

7108K
Measurements:
width of top surface 47mm (1  7/8”)
overall height 13mm (1/2”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 9mm (3/8”)
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2558K
Measurements:
width of top surface 40mm (1  9/16”)
overall height 22mm (7/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 23mm (7/8”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 18mm (11/16”)

3868BK
Measurements:
width of top surface 41mm (1  5/8”)
overall height 25mm (1”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 20mm (3/4”)



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES

2012K
Measurements:
top surface is 48mm (1  7/8”) square
overall height 27mm (1  1/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 20mm (13/16”)
tapering to 17mm (11/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
tapering to 20mm (13/16”)
length of sleeve 18mm (3/4”)

2224K
Measurements:
width of top surface 56mm (2  3/16”)
overall height 16mm (5/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 25mm (1”)
lenlength of sleeve 12mm (7/16”)
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6903K
Measurements:
width of top surface 61mm (2  3/8”)
overall height 25mm (1”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)

626K
Measurements:
width of top surface 51mm (2”)
overall height 32mm (1  1/4”)
internal diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
tapering to 22mm (7/8”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 26mm (1  1/16”)
length of sleeve 26mm (1  1/16”)



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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3359K
Measurements:

3364K
Measurements:

625K
Measurements:

2254K
Measurements:



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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1761K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 62mm (2  7/16”)
overall height 24mm (15/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 23mm (7/8”)
tapering to 21mm (13/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
tapering to 23mm (7/8)
length of sleeve 16mm (5/8”)

2016K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 57mm (2  1/4”)
overall height 25mm (1”)
internal diameter of sleeve 18mm (11/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
lenlength of sleeve 18mm (11/16”)

2231K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 48mm (1  7/8”)
overall height 27mm (1  1/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 20mm (3/4”)
tapering to 18mm (11/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
tapering to 21mm (13/16”)
length of sleeve 17mm (11/16”)

555K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 53mm (2  1/16”)
overall height 20mm (13/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
tapering to 20mm (13/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
tapering to 22mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve 15mm (5/8”)



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES

2360K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 52mm (2  1/16”)
overall height 29mm (1  1/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 23mm (7/8”)
tapering to 21mm (13/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 25mm (1”)
tapering to 24mm (15/16”)
length of sleeve 22mm (13/16”)

8075K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 43mm (1  11/16”)
overall height 28mm (1  1/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 20mm (3/4”)
external diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 20mm (3/4”)
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7002K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 41mm (1  5/8”)
overall height 18mm (3/4”)
internal diameter of sleeve 23mm (7/8”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 13mm (1/2”)

2225K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 43mm (1  11/16”)
overall height 25mm (1”)
internal diameter of sleeve 20mm (3/4”)
tapering to 19mm (3/4”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
tapering to 22mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve 17mm (11/16”)



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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1616K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 69mm 
                                                   (2  11/16”)
overall height 22mm (7/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm 
                                                    (7/8”)                                                    (7/8”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm 
                                                    (15/16”)
length of sleeve 14mm (9/16”)

7836K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 66mm (2  9/16”)
overall height 38mm (1  1/2”)
internal diameter of sleeve 26mm (1  1/16”)
tapering to 22mm (13/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 29mm (1  1/8”)
tapering to 26mm (1  1/16”)
length of sleeve 27mm (1  1/16”)

3159K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 62mm (2  7/16”)
overall height 28mm (1  1/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 23mm (7/8”)
tapering to 20mm (13/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 25mm (1”)
tapering to 23mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve 22mm (13/16”)

6521K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 52mm (2  1/16”)
overall height 24mm (15/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
tapering to 18mm (11/16”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
tapering to 22mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve 14mm (9/16”)



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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779K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 44mm (1  11/16”)
overall height 17mm (11/16”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (13/16”)
tapering to 20mm (3/4”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
tapering to 23mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve 11mm (7/16”)

1955K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 46mm (1  13/16”)
overall height 13mm (1/2”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 23mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 8mm (5/16”)

3629K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 46mm (1  13/16”)
overall height 13mm (1/2”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
length of sleeve 9mm (5/16”)



CANDLE SOCKET SLEEVES
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8091K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 64mm (2  9/16”)
overall height 18mm (3/4”)
internal diameter of sleeve 21mm (13/16”)
tapering to 19mm (3/4”)
eexternal diameter of sleeve 23mm (7/8”)
length of sleeve 15mm (5/8”)

7751K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 60mm (2  3/8”)
overall height 23mm (7/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
tapering to 21mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 14mm (9/16”)

3772K
Measurements:
max.width of top surface 54mm (2  1/8”)
overall height 15mm (5/8”)
internal diameter of sleeve 22mm (7/8”)
tapering to 21mm (13/16”)
external diameter of sleeve 24mm (15/16”)
lenlength of sleeve 13mm (1/2”)
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CANDLE SOCKETS

2808K2256AK3984K

7498BK
7445K

8106K6103K



CANDLE SOCKETS
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3496K

W145BK

8107K
627K

1312K

2222K
7748K



DRIP TRAYS
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max. diameter is 65mm (2  9/16”)

diameter is 61mm (2  7/16”)

diameter is 55mm (2  3/16”)

underside

underside

profile

profile

profile

Underside of drip tray
is plain

1934K

1102K

top side

6462K

top side

top side



HAS MATCHING CANDLE SOCKET
SEE PAGE 13

DRIP TRAYS
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diameter is 72mm (2  13/16”)

diameter is 72mm (2  13/16”)

profile

profile

Top side of drip tray
is plain

Top side of drip tray
is plain

Top side of drip tray
is plain

1976K

profile
diameter is 50mm (2”)

underside

2946K

7956K



DRIP TRAYS
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maximum diameter 80mm (3  1/8”)
profile

6675K

maximum diameter 103mm (4  1/16”)
profile height is 24mm (15/16”)

1092K

undersidetop side

profile

top side



CANDLE SNUFFERS
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height 70mm (2  3/4”)
width at base 32mm (1  1/4”)

height (including loop) 60mm (2  3/8”)
width at base 33mm (1  5/16”)

height 42mm (1  5/8”)
width at base 19mm (3/4”)

2311K3210K

2230K


